
MALE LABRADOR RETRIEVER

SAN DIEGO, CA, 92177

 

Phone: None 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT DOG
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

This bulldozer of a boy is Giorgio! He is around 2 years old 

and a handsome purebred Labrador Retriever. He is your 

typical friendly Lab looking to learn a few manners. He has 

a good amount of energy and is looking for an active 

family that can take this boy on plenty of walks, play in the 

backyard with him and work on training with him. He 

needs an owner that will set firm boundaries with him. 

Giorgio ended up in the shelter with an injured paw and 

luckily Labs and More saved this boy and got him the 

medical care he needed but sadly we werent able to save 

his leg. He is learning to navigate life on three legs. If you 

think you are ready to add to your family by adopting 

Giorgio, then fill out an adoption questionnaire on our 

website today! We recommend completing the 

questionnaire and connecting with an adoption coach 

before looking for a dog or puppy youd like to adopt. If 

youre already approved to adopt or if youve adopted from 

Labs and More before, connect with your adoption coach 

for the next steps. Your interest in adopting a rescued dog 

or puppy from Labs and More Rescue is appreciated! 

Please find our adoption information at 

www.labsandmore.org. Your adoption donation provides 

funding for Labs and More, a nonprofit organization which 

is supported solely by Volunteers and funded by donations. 

Good news is your adoption donation can be considered 

tax deductible. So much care is provided to your new dog 

prior to the adoption, including: spay and neuter, 

microchip, veterinarian visit(s), vaccinations, and other 

medical care as needed. Many of the dogs we rescue 

require extensive surgeries and care prior to adoption. 

Please understand we are unable to predict future 

behavior or medical needs of your adopted dog. We 

provide no guarantees regarding behavior, breed, or age of 

the dogs. Thank you for rescuing.Thank you for looking to 

Adopt a Labrador Retriever or other Mixed Breed Dog from 

California Labradors Retrievers and More Rescue. Please 

take a moment and go to www.labsandmore.org and click 

on Adopt to complete our online dog adoption application. 

If you have any questions email us at 

doginfo@labsandmore.org or call us at 858-273-5386. 

Thank you for looking to a rescue group to fulfill your 

dream of adding a new dog to your life! Dogs + Love = 

Family
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